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Abstract. IP based Wireless Sensor Network (IP-WSN) is gaining tremendous importance because of its broad range of commercial applications in health care, building & home automation, asset management, environmental monitoring, security & safety and industrial automation. A network-based mobility management protocol called Proxy Mobile IPv6 has been standardized by the IETF NETLMM working group, and is starting to pay close attention among the telecommunication and Internet communities. Since host based IP mobility protocol is not feasible for the low power and low cost sensor node, network based mobility management protocol will be well suited for IP-WSN. In this paper we propose SPMIPv6 architecture, respective message formats and analyze the signaling cost and finally evaluate its performance. The result shows that the SPMIPv6 has lower signaling cost and packet delivery cost and it can improve the handover performance of UDP and TCP than the other mobility management protocol.
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1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Network is comprised of a large number of sensor nodes that are densely deployed either inside the phenomenon or very close to it [1]. Advancement in the field of Wireless sensor network has enabled the development of low cost, low power, multifunctional sensor nodes that are small in size and communicate in short distances. Recently the tiny sensor nodes consisting of sensing, data processing and communicating components are capable of holding IP stack [1, 2]. That is why application of wireless sensor networks are now quite broad than the earlier. IP-WSN concept is being implemented in many sophisticated application from building and home automation to industrial manufacturing. By the introduction of adaptation layer over IEEE 802.15.4 Physical and Medium Access Control layer it becomes feasible to transmit IPv6 packet in IP-WSN [2]. Adaptation layer make usage of stateless compression technique to elide adaptation, network and transport layer header fields-compressing all the three layers down to a few bytes [3]. However IP-WSN introduces excessive signaling overhead due to its numerous tunneling over the air.
Excessive signaling cost becomes a barrier for the real life implementation of low power IP-WSN.

PMIPv6, a network based localized mobility management protocol provides mobility support to any IPv6 host within a restricted and topologically localized portion of the network and without requiring the host to participate in any mobility related signaling [5]. In this paper we have introduced the concept of PMIPv6 by modifying the functionality of its Mobile Access Gateway and Local Mobility Anchor to IP-WSN enabled gateway and anchor point. Then we propose the protocol architecture named SPMIPv6, its functional architecture, necessary message formats. Moreover we compare our network mobility model with 2D Random walk mobility model and finally evaluate performance of our proposed scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the background related to PMIPv6 and 6LoWPAN. Proposed Sensor PMIPv6 Protocol architecture, sequence diagram of message flow, message formats and operational architecture are depicted in section 3. Section 4 shows performance evaluation by using an analytical model and mathematical analysis. Section 5 shows the simulation result. Finally section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Background

2.1 Overview of PMIPv6

The foundation of PMIPv6 is based on MIPv6 in the sense that it extends MIPv6 signaling and reuses many concepts such as the Home Agent (HA) functionality. However, PMIPv6 is designed to provide network-based mobility management support to a Mobile Node (MN) in a topologically localized domain. Therefore, an MN is exempt from participation in any mobility-related signaling, and the proxy mobility agent in the serving network performs mobility-related signaling on behalf of the MN. Once an MN enters its PMIPv6 domain and performs access authentication, the serving network ensures that the MN is always on its home network and can obtain its Home Address (HoA) on any access network. That is, the serving network assigns a unique home network prefix to each MN, and conceptually this prefix always follows the MN wherever it moves within a PMIPv6 domain. From the perspective of the MN, the entire PMIPv6 domain appears as its home network. Accordingly, it is not justifiable to configure the Care of Address (CoA) at the MN. The new principal functional entities of PMIPv6 are the mobile access gateway (MAG) and local mobility anchor (LMA). The MAG acts like an access router and LMA act as the mobility anchor point of the PMIPv6 domain.

2.2 6LoWPAN

6LoWPAN of IETF defines an adaptation layer for sending IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4. The goal of 6LoWPAN is to reduce the size of IPv6 packets to make them fit in 127 bytes 802.15.4 frames. 6LoWPAN consists of a header compression scheme, fragmentation scheme and a method framing IPv6 Link Local Address on 802.15.4 network [2]. Also, it enhances the scalability and mobility of sensor networks. The IPv6 network defines the maximum transmission unit (MTU) as 1,280
bytes, whereas the IEEE 802.15.4 packet size is 127 octets. Therefore, the adaptation layer is defined between the IP layer and the MAC layer to transport IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 links. The adaptation layer is responsible for fragmentation, reassembly, header compression, decompression, mesh routing, and addressing for packet delivery under mesh topology. The 6LoWPAN protocol supports the scheme to compress the IPv6 header from 40 bytes to 2 bytes [8].

2.3 Problem Statement of 6LoWPAN

Devices used under 6LoWPAN are likely to be exceedingly resource constrained, and it is not desirable to enforce IP compliance directly onto the devices as is required by IP-based macro-mobility protocols; such protocols were designed to hide local mobility from networks on behalf of more powerful devices with additional resources and greater power. Continuous connectivity indicates that high signaling overhead is not appropriate for 6LoWPAN sensor nodes. In particular, if the sensor network supports mobility schemes, then excessive control signal transmission makes seamless connectivity difficult. 6LoWPAN is also unsuitable for real-time communications, making mitigation of excessive control signaling overhead an even more challenging issue. Even though the network mobility concept is suitable for 6LoWPAN mobility, as seen in the NEMO Basic Support protocol [13], the current 6LoWPAN packet format cannot support efficient mobility for a 6LoWPAN Mobile Router (MR). To support 6LoWPAN mobility, a 6LoWPAN MR needs to send a BU message and receive a BA message from its HA; however, the 6LoWPAN packet format only defines the fragmentation and mesh routing headers. These messages are clearly not sufficient to support the mobility of a 6LoWPAN MR, since a 6LoWPAN packet does not support compressed mobility headers for BU and BA messages.

3 Proposed SPMIPv6 Protocol

3.1 Overview of SPMIPv6 Protocol

Sensor Proxy Mobile IPv6 (SPMIPv6) protocol is proposed for network based localized mobility protocol for wireless sensor network. The SPMIPv6 architecture will consist of Sensor network based Localized Mobility Anchor (SLMA), Sensor network based Mobile Access Gateway (SMAG), numerous fully functioned IPv6 header stack enabled sensor node. In our proposed SPMIPv6 protocol SLMA will also incorporate the functionality of Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA); we call it Sensor Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (SAAA) service. The main role of SLMA is to maintain the reachability to the sensor node’s address while it moves around within the SPMIPv6 domain, and the SLMA includes a binding cache entry for each recently registered sensor node. The binding cache entry maintained at the SLMA is more specific than LMA in PMIPv6 with some additional fields such as sensor node identifier, the sensor node’s home network prefix, and a flag bit indicating a sensor proxy registration. SMAG is just like an Edge Router. The main function of SMAG is to detect sensor nodes movement and initiate mobility related signaling with the sensor node’s SLMA on behalf of the sensor node. Since all the devices are sensor network based so it will be energy efficient and will follow
the other characteristics of 6LoWPAN. In this scheme we assume SMAG is device containing sufficient storage, processing power and unlimited power supply. The individual sensor node can either be a fully functional device containing complete IP header stack. And the other sensor node is reduced functional device. Depending on the situation the functionality of the nodes varies.

The functionality of SLMA and SMAG in SPMIPv6 are different in many ways but similar in nature in comparison with LMA and MAG of PMIPv6. The major difference is both SLMA and SMAG works with low power 6LoWPAN sensor nodes. But both SLMA and SMAG deal with a plenty of sensor nodes. SLMA will act as a topological anchor point of all the SMAG. Inbuilt AAA functionality of SLMA helps the SMAG and sensor node to move the SPMIPv6 domain.

### 3.2 Message Flow in SPMIPv6

Fig 2 shows the sequence diagram of the overall messages flow in SPMIPv6. Each step shown in the sequence diagram is described as follows:

Step 1: When a sensor node first attaches to a SMAG domain, the access authentication procedure is performed using sensor node identifier via the deployed access security protocols on the access network.

Step 2 and 3: After successful access authentication, the SMAG obtains the sensor node’s profile, which contains the sensor nodes ID, SLMA address, and supported address configuration mode, and so on from the policy store of SAAA service.

Step 4: Then the SMAG sends a proxy binding update (PBU) message including the MN Identifier to the sensor node’s SLMA on behalf of the sensor node.
Step 5 and 6: Once the SLMA receives the PBU message, it checks the policy store to ensure that the sender is authorized to send the PBU message. If the sender is a trusted SMAG, the SLMA accepts the PBU message.

![Sequence diagram in SPMIPv6](image)

**Fig. 2.** Sequence diagram in SPMIPv6

Step 7: Then the SLMA sends a proxy binding acknowledgment (PBA) message including the MN’s home network prefix option, and sets up a route for the sensor node’s home network prefix over the tunnel to the SMAG.

### 3.3 Proxy Binding Message Format for SPMIPv6

In the proposed proxy binding update and proxy binding acknowledgement message we have added a flag bit S. If S flag is set it indicates the SMIPv6 based operations. If S bit is not set then it will indicate other operations apart from SPMIPv6. The other flags indicate meaning as mentioned in [6][7][8][9]. The mobility options field has a great significance ensuring the mobility of the sensor nodes. Depending on the scenario the mobility options field contain the respective mobility options values and facilitate the sensor mobility.

![SPMIPv6 PBU Message Format](image)

**Fig. 3.** SPMIPv6 PBU Message Format
3.4 Architecture of the SPMIPv6

Fig 6 represents the functional architecture of SPMIPv6 which includes the functionality of SLMA, SMAG and Sensor node. It also depicts the interaction between the three entities. Since the sensor node is IP based so consists of all the layers including adaptation layer. Sensor node will be identified by 64 bits interface identifier. And it can easily generate its IPv6 address by combining interface identifier with network prefix provided by the corresponding Sensor Mobile Access Gateway. Here SMAG is full function device that support complete implementation of IPv6 protocol stack and sensor node is reduce function device that support minimum IPv6 protocol implementation.

Fig. 5. Operational Architecture of SPMIPv6
4 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the total signaling costs, we compare our analytical model with MIPv6 and SPMIPv6.

The total signaling cost ($C_{\text{mipv6}}$) of the proposed scheme based on MIPv6:

$$C_{\text{mipv6}} = M_{\text{intra\_pan}} \cdot C_{\text{sd}} + M_{\text{inter\_pan}} \cdot (C_{\text{sd}} + C_{\text{bu}})$$

Where

$$C_{\text{sd}} = \alpha \cdot (RS + RA) \cdot D_{\text{sn-smag}}$$
$$C_{\text{bu}} = \beta \cdot (BU+BA) \cdot D_{\text{smag-slma}}$$

The total signaling cost ($C_{\text{spmipv6}}$) of the proposed scheme based on SPMIPv6:

$$C_{\text{spmipv6}} = M_{\text{intra\_pan}} \cdot C_{\text{sd}} + M_{\text{inter\_pan}} \cdot (C_{\text{sd}} + C_{\text{bu}})$$

Where

$$C_{\text{sd}} = \alpha \cdot (RS + RA) \cdot D_{\text{sn-smag}}$$
$$C_{\text{bu}} = \beta \cdot (PBU+PBA) \cdot D_{\text{smag-slma}}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BU</td>
<td>Binding Update Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Binding Acknowledgement Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBU</td>
<td>Proxy Binding Update Message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBA</td>
<td>Proxy Binding Acknowledge Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{smag-sma}$</td>
<td>Distance between SMAG/MAG and SLMA/LMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{sn-smag}$</td>
<td>Distance between SN and SMAG/MAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{intra.pan}$</td>
<td>Intra PAN Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{inter.pan}$</td>
<td>Inter PAN Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Unit transmission cost in wireless link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Unit transmission cost in wired link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>Router Solicitation Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Router Advertisement Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{sd}$</td>
<td>Sensor Mobility Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{bu}$</td>
<td>Binding Update Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Simulation

In this section, we present the results of experiments evaluating the performance of our scheme, and compare the performance of our proposed scheme to MIPv6. First, we evaluated the performance of our proposed approach by mathematical analysis. Then, we set different signaling cost for the no of IP based sensor nodes in order to evaluate the consequences of our proposed scheme and MIPv6. Finally, we summarize the key characteristics of our proposed approach as compared to MIPv6 approach.

We have implemented the model and evaluate the parameter such as the signaling cost and mobility related cost presented in this paper. All of the experiments were conducted on a Windows machine with AMD Athlon(tm) 2.5 GHz CPU and 2 GB primary memory. The operating system was Microsoft Windows XP Professional Edition, and the programming tool was Visual C++ of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005.

The Fig 7 depicts the signaling cost with respect to the number of IP-WSN node in term of the MIPv6 and SPMIPv6. Signaling cost increases as the number of IP-WSN node increases. Our proposed scheme increases the performance linearly with the comparison to MIPv6. And the signaling cost increases more rapidly as the number of IP-WSN node increases. The signaling cost will be more apparent when the sensor network will be large and will cover a large geographic area.
6 Conclusion

Signaling cost and packet delivery for the individual tiny sensor node in IP-WSN is a big challenge to overcome. In IP-WSN, if the individual sensor node wants to communicate with the gateway router then it generates huge air traffics and it deteriorates the performance at a large scale. IETF NETLMM working group has standardized network based localized mobility management protocol called PMIPv6. In this paper we propose a network based IP-WSN scheme based on the PMIPv6 called SPMIPv6 and further develop the architecture, packet format, analyzing signaling cost and finally evaluate its performance. Analysis shows that the proposed scheme reduces the signaling cost and packet delivery cost. In this paper we only focus IP-WSN of the same vendor and protocol stack. In future we will focus on the virtualization of the sensor network consisting of multi vendor and heterogeneous protocol stack.
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